
Music 378 Prof. Howe

Assignment 21: Completion of Sonata

Continue the sonata exposition begun in assignment 18 by adding a development, recapitulation,
and coda, using the examples by Beethoven (Symphony No. 4 and Sonata No. 21) as models.

1.  Development

The development section consists of several separate sections that “develop” the materials
introduced primarily in the first and second themes, although melodic material from the
introduction and bridge may also be used.  There are both harmonic and melodic aspects to
consider.  Fragments of either theme may be used as a basic element and extended by sequence
and repetition.  The two themes may be used in counterpoint against one another.  They may also
veer off into new directions or introduce new elements.  The guiding principle is that their
relationship to the original thematic materials should always be clear.

Harmonically, the development should move through several different keys.  Keys used should
have been adumbrated earlier in the composition as momentary tonicizations or key areas in the
introduction, first theme or bridge sections.  Some passages should be modulatory in nature,
constantly moving to new keys, while others can be sustained for a moderate length.  Ultimately,
the last section of the development should come to rest on the dominant, using the seventh
although not necessarily until towards the end, and this passage should be the most extensive and
clearly lead to the repeat of the first theme in the recapitulation.

2.  Recapitulation

The recapitulation returns to the first theme in a clearly recognizable restatement, although it
may be shortened or given added elements.  The theme does not have to be repeated as many
times as it was originally, and any alterations should be geared towards the changes that will take
place in the bridge and second theme.

The main difference between the bridge of the exposition and that of the recapitulation is that the
second theme will usually be stated in the tonic key rather than in the key first used (although
sometimes it will not be the tonic but something else, as in the Waldstein).  The end of the bridge
should include a passage confirming the tonic key.

The thematic elements of the second theme should appear in the same manner that they did in the
exposition.  After the theme is restated, the concluding passages should confirm the tonic
strongly, and any modulations should be used only if there is an extended coda that will veer off
into different keys.  If there is no coda, the strong confirmation of the tonic can act as the ending.

3.  Coda

The function of the coda is to bring the piece to a satisfying conclusion.  It may begin as the
development began, with modulations to new keys that will be touched on briefly.  The themes
or fragments from them can be brought back and extended, but mainly in such a way as to bring
finality.  While there may be brief excursions through other keys, the main harmonies should be
the dominant and the tonic, and the final tonic should be repeatedly stressed.


